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Abstract. Regenerative processes were defined and investigated by Smith [ 121. These processes 
have limiting distributions under very mild regularity conditions. In certain applications, such 
as shot-noise processes and some queueing problems, it is of interest o consider path-function- 
als of regenerative processes. We seek to extend the nice asymptotic properties of regenerative 
processes to path-functionals of regenerative processes. We show that these more general proc- 
esses converge to a “steady-state” process in a certain weak sense. This is applied to show con- 
vergence of shot-noise processes. We also present a Rlackwell theorem for path-functionals of 
regenerative processes. 
1. Introduction 
Regenerative stochastic processes were introduced by Smith [ 121. 
They arise naturally in the description of many random phenomena; 
for example, queues, particle counters, epidemic models and inventories. 
Smith [ 131 discusses several examples in his classic paper “Renewal 
theory and its ramifications”. The essential feature of a regenerative 
process is the existence of regeneration points. These are random time 
epochs at which the process “starts anew”, ignoring any past behavior. 
Examples include the arrival of a customer who initiates a busy period 
in a queue or the occurrerice of a cosmic ray which is detected by a 
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Geiger counter and consequently deadens the counter for a brief time in- 
terval. 
The transient behavior of these processes is often difficult to analyze; 
however, as Feller [4, p. 3651 mention:;, these processes do converge to 
a “steady-state” behavior as time passes. §ee [4, 10, 13 1 for a discussion 
of this property. 
We shall investigate the existence of this “steady-state” behavior for 
a class of processes which are more general than rege erative processes; 
namely, processes which can be modelled as path-functionals of regener- 
ative processes. Examples: 
(i) Shot-noise in vacuum tubes, investigated by Takacs [ 171, electrons 
moving from cathode to anode of a vacelum tube form a regenerative 
process, and the noise (or current) this creates at epoch t0 can be con- 
sidered as a functional of the paths of this regenerative process during 
(0, fo). 
(ii) Some general multi-server queues in light traffic: are not necessarily 
ever empty and thus are not regenerative (see [ $6, 191). However, the 
arrival times and associated service times of the customers form a regener- 
ative process and t’he state of the queue is then a path-functional of this 
input. 
(iii) Similar to queues, complex counter models can be considered as 
path-functionals of their input, e.g., whether or not a Geiger counter is 
locked is a function of the current cosmic ray shower. 
(ivj Another example might arise in queueing optimization. Given a 
cost structure and a discount factor, it is possible to describe the present 
value of a queueing system at epoch t0 as a functional of the paths of 
the underlying queueing process. “Steady-state” analysis of similar 
queueing problems was often done heuristically. See [ 151 for a rigorous 
approach using regenerative processes, 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the nice limiting properties of 
regenerative processes to processes which are path-functionals of regener- 
ative processes. In particular, let {I$-&s)~ s 2 0} be a real-valued regener- 
ative process starting at epoch 0. Define a translated version T/b(t + l ) by 
{ [ v& + l )I (s) = Vo(t + s), s 2 - t}. Consider a functional f from real- 
valued functions of a real variable into the real numbers. In this paper 
VW examine the asymptotic distribution of f( Vo(t + l )) as t + 00. For a 
restricted class of functionals, 
fW&+*)) Sf(V,(+) ast+-, 
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where V* (t) is a certain stationary regenerative process and f signifies 
convergence in distribution. For general functionals, a weaker form of 
convergence holds. In this paper, our approach is to just require measura- 
bility of the functionals and see what kind of convergence will result. 
By imposing some regularity conditions, we can then obtain convergence 
in distribution ore shot-noise processes. Finally, a Blackwell-type theorem 
for functionals of regenerative processes is presented. 
Another possible approach to this problem of the functionals would 
be via the continuity theorem in the theory of weak convergence of 
probability measures [ 2, Theorems 5.1 and 5.5 ] on the space D( -00, 00) 
(as defined by Stone [ 161 or Whitt [ 201). However, the interesting func- 
tionals do not appear to be continuous in the topologies presented in the 
* references; this is a major difficulty. This possibly elegant approach will 
be deferred to a later paper. 
2. Regenerative processes 
We shall define regenerative processes using Smith’s [ 133 concept of 
a “random tour” (x(m), X). X is a positive random variable corresponding 
to an interarrival time of the embedded renewal process and x(o) is a 
random function on 0 5 t < X which is the sample path of the process 
during the interarrival period. We require that x(a) be jointly measurable 
as a function of time and as a function on some probability space 
(a,@, Y); no additional restrictions are imposed. 
The mbedded renewal process is not umque, therefore to completely 
describe the process we shall use (V&), Z,(g)), where the first compo- 
nent is the basic regenerative process and the second is the backward- 
recurrence-time process of the embedded renewal sequence. The paths 
of the process are in a product space; the first coordinate is the space 
of real-valued measurable fuxlctions on the reals; D (--00, m) is a logical 
choice for the second coordinate. The measurable sets of this product 
space will be those generated by finite-dimensional cylinder sets. We 
do not need a topology because we do not need to specifxany open sets 
for the results in this paper. We shall denote this space as a$-=, QP). 
(Note that this is a slightly altered and corrected definition than the 
one appearing in [ lo].) 
e can construct { 
sequence of independ 
,-- < t < =} from a doubly-infinite 
S 
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. . . . (Q( * 1, Xl), (xg( l 1, x,>, (x,( l )9X, L*- l (2-l) 
We can construct (V*(t), Z,(t)), -00 < t < - from Z,(O) (a random 
variable whose distribution is the limiting backward-recurrence-time dis- 
trubution), (x0( . ), X0) (a tour whose distribution is the same as those 
in (2.1) except hat it is conditioned by X0 > 2, (0)), and finally a 
doubly-infinite sequence of i.i.d. random tours (Xi( l ), Xi), i = * 1, f 2, . . . . 
which are also independent of Z,(O) and (x0( a), X0) and have the same 
distribution as those in (2.1). The details are in [ 101. The existence of a 
probability s ace on which all these quantities are defined is guaranteed 
by the Daniell--Kolmogorov consistency theorem. Both of these proc- 
esses have paths in 6( -=, 00). We s e measures induced on 
a( -00, =) by VO, Z,, V’and Z, by [Z* E B], etc., for A 
a subset of measurable functions which is in the or-field generated by 
cyiinder sets, and for B a measurable subset of D (-00, 00). We shall also 
use and Pv . 
* 
Theorem 2.1. {(V*(t), Z,(t)), -- < t < =} is strictly stationary. 
Proof. The main part of this is to verify that {(Z,(t), Z,(t)), --oo < t < 00) 
is a strictly stationary process, where Z, is the backward-recurrence-time 
process and z, is the associated forward-recurrence-time process. It is 
quite simple to show that {(ZJe), Z,(t)), t 2 0) or {(Z,(t), z*(t)), t 5 0) 
are stationary, but more difficult for this general case. The proof is ex- 
tremely tedious and is therefore omitted. It appears in [9]. 
We conclude this section with a result which will be used later. 
eorem 2.2. If A = (g: g is measurable and g(ti) 5 ai, i = 1, . . . . n) for 
-- c t, < ..* C tn < 00 and real ai, i = 1, . . . . n, ot any set in the o-field 
ge?zerated by such cylinder sets, then 
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[V-J )EA]=;f [V,(+EA &(O)=sl(l --F,(s))ds 
0 
1 O” =- 
I 
% 
[V*(=)IEA,X~>SIZ,(~)=~~(~ -F,(s))ds 
lW O” =- 
J(s c1, s 
P[~.OEA IX, = t, Z*(O) = 4dF*0,Z*to) = $0 
i 
x (1 - Fx(s)) ds 
P[v*( l )EA 1 Y”= t, Z*(Q)=sl 
dFx(O 
_F - 
X 
x (1 -- F,(s)) ds 
I P[I$(s+.)EA IXO=t]dFx(t) ds 
) 
1 O” =- 
s 
go 
P[V@++EA, X,>S] ds 
-1 
W 
-- 
S 
l”O 
P[~~(~+~)~AIXo>~](l-FX(s))ds. (2.3) 
3. The main problem and summary of results 
We shall be interested in regenerative processes whose time domain is 
Y restricted to a finite or semiinfinite interval. Let a ~0, 61 be the space 
of real-valued functions defined on the interval [a, b]; let% [a, b] be 
the o-field generated by cylinder sets (i.e., sets of the form (g: g(ti) 5 Cj, 
i = 1, . . . . n} for real Ci and a 5 tl < . . . < tn 5 b). 
A measure on the field of cylinder sets extends uniquely to 
thus we can broaden our scope 
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example, (f( V*(t + l $), -00 < t < QQ} is stationary. Also, analogous to 
Theorem 2.2, 
~(qJs+t+*))- <alXo>s] (1 -P”(s)) ds. 
(3.1) 
We shall investigate the asymptotic behavior of f(Vo(t + 9 )). It turns 
out that forfon 2(to, a), -- < to, 
f(v,(t+ l Nff(VJ=))~ )) as t + - . 
For general j an 6( -=, =), this does not hold [counterexamples are 
presented). A weaker form of convergence indistribution does hold. 
Finally, for f : fi( -w,+ -3 RI, f’ : ?&-t, =) + RI, t 2-0, such that 
ft + f a.s. [P, 1, where Pv is the measure generated on a--=, =) by 
V* , we get f,cv( t + l )) coiverging in the same weak sense. This result is 
applied to shot-noise processes. Finally, in Section 7 we prove a Blackwell- 
type theorem: 
f(~&++dt -+ E{f(V”( Q)} as~+w. (3.2) 
4. Special cases and counterexamples 
Let 3 be the class of distribution functions F such. that for some 
yt > 0, FnG has a component which is absolutely continuous with respect 
to Lebesgue measure. Throughout his paper we restrict attention to 
regenerative processes for which the distribution & of the embedded 
renewal lifetimes belongs to J . We also require p = pi(X) < 00. Under 
these conditions, a result of Smith [ 131 is a powerful tool for examining 
symptotic behavior of regenerative processes. 
eorem .l (Smith). If Fx E J and p < 00, then 
[z,(t) EA] -+; j-( 1 -F,(s)) ds = [Z,(O) E A] as t + - , 
A * 
where A is any Bore1 subset of (0,~). 
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Consider the special case where the path-functional f just depends on the 
future behavior of the sample pat&, i.e., f: 1. Let us clear up 
some notational ambiguity. If f: CZ[a, b] 3 then f( V(t + * 1) = fk( l LA 
whereg : [a, b] + and g(x) = V(t + x). Thus we achice an economy of 
notation by assuming V(t + . ) is in the function space S2 [a, b] on which 
f is defined. 
.2.1fFX E 3 andp<w, then f(V,(t+))Gf(V’(*))as 
t+m,foranymeasurablef:~[O,~] +Rl. 
Proof. This theorem is a generalization of [ 10, Theorem 2.11 and the 
proof uses virtually identical ideas and is therefore omitted. 
Letting A = {g: g(ti) 5 ai, i = 1, . . . . n}, it gives an important corollary. 
Corollary 4.3. If Fx E J, px < =J, thtn 
P[VO(t+ti)~api=l,...,n]+P[~(ti)~api=l,...,n] ast-+=. 
Thus we have that the joint-distributions of a regenerative process 
converge to the joi&distribution of a strictly stationary regenerative 
process. 
Corollary 4.4. If FUY E J, p < * and t0 < *, then, for any measurable 
f: @-to, ~9 + R1, f(V& + l ))Sf(V’())as t + 00 . 
Proof.BE 9?2[-t,,=).DefineB+tO={g:[G,aJ]+RIg(to++SI}. 
Then 
P[V,(t+)EB]=P[V&t-tO++ZB+t0]+P[~(=)W3+tO] ast+=, 
But by stationarity of V’, 
P[V*(+EB+t()]=P[V*(*)EB]. 
Corollary 4.5. If Fy E J 9 p < 
f: Er-r,, w) + 
00 and t0 < 00, then, for any measurable 
1, the finite-dimensional joint distributions of 
f(V&t+))convergeto thoseoff(VJ=))aslt+=. 
.2 and Corollary 4. 
Theorem 4.2 is not true in general for f : f&-m, =) +b 1, as the fol- 
lowing counterexample i lustrates. 
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Let FX be absolutely continuous with respect o Lebesgue measure. 
Let VO(t) = Z,(t) and f(g( l )) = 1 if g(- n) = 0 for some integer n, and 
0 otherwise. In this case, f( V& + l )) = 1 for integer f and 0 otherwise, 
almost surely. For a more general counterexample, t A = {(-i-p/2’ - i), 
I’ = 1, 2, . ..}. p small; let f(g( l )) = 1 if g(t) = 0 for some t E A, and 0 
otherwise. In this case, P[f( VO( t + . )) = I]= 1 for t E -A, but from 
renewal theory we know that [f (V* ( l )) = 11 = p/p1 + O(p). The essen- 
tial point in these counterexamples is that if f is allowed to depend on 
the entire past history, then it can “keep remembering strange vents”, 
no matter how much time has elapsed since their occurrence. 
§. Convergence for arbitrary functionals 
The counterexamples of Section 4 preclude the possibility, in general, 
of convergence in distribution for functionals depending on the entire 
p.ast behavior of the sample path. However, a weak form of convergence 
in distribution does hold. 
Thearem 5.1. For Fx E 3, p < * and 
f:@( -00, a), w(-=, =)I + (R1 3 g1 ), 
f ( VO (t -I- 9)) converges to f ( V’ (a)) in the following sense: for a, a, 8 < cy < 00, 
--oo C ac < 00, and n = 1, ?, . . . . 0 < s < a, let 
ga n(s) = IPV”,G(na + s+*)) Sk] -Plf(V,( l ))< crjl, 
then &a 
I 
n(S) ‘lb 0 in measure (Eebesgue on [0, a]) as n + 00. 
(5.1) 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the interarrival 
times.& i= 0, f 1, . . . . of the embedded renewal process atisfy P[X, 2 a] 
= 1. If this is not true, we can simply take a subset of the regeneration 
epochs: the first regeneration epoch selected after epoch 0 will be the 
first renewal epoch occurring after t = a; then continue inductively, 
choosing the first regeneration point to occur more than a time units 
after the previously chosen one. The process will be regenerative r lative 
to this new embedded renewal process. It will be easier to deal with con- 
ditional probabilities related to this process than with a process where 
more than 1 regeneration point may occur in a very small time interval. 
We are essentially referring to Pahm probabilities. (See [ 71 for definition 
and discussion.) 
As a corollary to Theorem 2.2, 
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(V’(-t++sA and&(-t)<f]= 
1 t 
=E() s 
[V,(S++EAIX~>S](I -FX(s))ds. 
Comparing this with 
P[V,(-t+ a) E A and Z,(-t) < t]= 
(5.2) 
= -P[K(-t+ 0) E AiZJ-t) =s] dFz ( @) 
*- 
=; P[c(-t+*)EAIZ,(-t)=s](l--F#))dS J (5.3) 
0 
implies 
P[V,(~+~)EAIX~>S] =P[V’(-t++AIZ,(-t)=~] (5.4) 
a.s. (Lebesgue) for s - ’ 0. In our special case (P[.X, 2 a] = l), (5.4) be- 
comes 
P[V,(s+*) E A] = P[V*(-t+ 0) E AIZJ-t) =s] (5.5) 
or equivalently 
P[V,(~+S+*)EA] =P[VJ+=AIZ,(-t)=sl 
a.s. (Lebesgue) for 0 5 s < a. Thus we have 
(5.6) 
P[f( V&t + s + . )) L cu] = P[f( V*( l )) L 43 I Z*(- t) = s] (5.7) 
as. (Lebesgue) for 0 __ - . < s < a Eq. (5.7) could be derived from the con- 
structive definitions of V0 and V* in a heuristic manner. This equation 
will play a central role in proving the theorem because it is easier to 
ex.amine the limiting behavior of P[f( V* ( . )) 5 cu IZ,(- t) = s]. In the 
meantime consider, for yt e 1, 2, . . . . 
(Z,(t); t 5 -na)] I (5.8) 
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‘le(Z,(-na)) is the a-field generated on a(-=, =Q by the random vari- 
able Z,(-na). By a martingale convergence theorem (see 18, p. 86]), 
P[f(V*( l ))SI (X3(Z*(t),t5-na)]+ 
+ PLlfIV*( l )) 5 a 1 n~~p(z*(t), t 5 - ml)] 
as. is.9 
Let e. = n;_, Clo(Zo(t), t I -na) and e* = ny__, g(Z,(t), t 5 -+a). 
C? o is trivial by the Hewitt-Savage O-1 law. The events in C, are also 
in C! o but the probabilities may be different. However, since Fx E 3, 
we can use Smith’s theorem (Theorem 4.1) the same way as [ 10, Theo- 
rem2.l].ForCE e* and eo, 
0 or l= P[(Zo(t), t < -na)E Cl 
= E{P[(Zo(t), t L - na) E CIZo(-na)l) 
= E{P[(Z,(t), t 5 0) E C IZJO)]} 
= P[(Z*(t), t I 0) E C] . 
Thus @* is also a trivial cr-field and 
(5.9a) 
plf(V ( e )) 5 a I 93(2,(t), t 5 * -na)]+ Prf(V*( l )) 5 a) (5.10) 
] as KI + *. Now appeal to the following: 
5.2. Let Xn, n = 3, 2, . . . . be a sequence of uniformly bounded 
random variables. Xn + c, in probability as n + *. If 36,) n = 1, 2, . . . . 
is any sequence of o-fields, then E(X, I 9,) + c in probability. 
roof. Uniform boundedness and convergence in probability imply Ll 
convergence, i.e., E(1 Xn - c I) + 0. But using Jensen’s inequality, 
IX, -cl) =E{E& -cl I }}? E{I E(X, I 56,) - cl}, thus 
{Xnl %,)-cl}-+0 h h w ic implies E(X, I qn} + c in probability. 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 5.1 and (5.8), we have from 
emma 5.2, 
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P[f(V ( l )) 5 of 1 . * wz * (-+a))] + P[f(V*( l )) 5 a] (5.11) 
in probability, as n + 00, but 
P[f(V(*))<-a!lC1O(Z,(-na))]=PU(V*( l ))La:IZ*(-na)=*]oZ*(-~~) * 
(5.12) 
(see 18, p. 281). The above notation being that for functional composi- 
tion. Let Cn = { zI (--n(d) < a}. Because of stationarity of 2, and be- 
cause P[X> a] = 1, P[ZJ-na) < b IZJ-na) < a] = b/a for b L a. Re- 
stricting eq. (5.12) to Cn, we get 
PlfW (. )) L a 1 g(z*(-na))l = gn O yn 9 * (5.13j 
where Yn w uniform [ 0, a] and 
g,(s) = PtfW*( l 11 -GdZ (-na)=s], OLda. * 
Combining (5.11) and (5.13), we get g, --i P[f( V* ( l )) 5 at I in probability 
(uniform on [ 0, a]). Recalling (5.7), the proof is complete. 
Corollary 5.3. In similar notation to Theorem 5.1, let 
20, OS&a, (5.14) 
then g5,Js) --p 0 in measure (Lebesgue on [0, a]) as t + =. 
Roof. This follows from Theorem 5.1 because for 0 5 s < an, - t, 
g5,Js) = g5,n_1(s + t -. a(n, - l)), and for ant - t 5 s 5 a, g5,&) = 
= g5 n(s - (an, - t)), where n, = min{n: an 2 t}. 
# 
In Section 2, after defining VO, we noted that the process is defined 
on (-00, 0) merely as a convenience. If a regeneration point occurs at 
t = 0 a.s., it will usually imply that the prozess tarts at t = 0. In this 
case the sample paths of Vo(tO + l ) are in s1[ - toL-] and it makes no 
sense to talk about f( Vo(to + . )) for arbitrary jr: *sZ(--=, =) + 
this reason we consider ft( VO(t + l )), where ft : (a[ - t, 4, w[- t, 4) -+ 
+ (RI, -1). 
Define 5 =z ft9), where t(s) = s + Z(s), i.e., -t(s) = time of last rene- 
wal before -s. To make this definition absolutely ri orous, it is necessary 
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to consider the domain of ft as sample paths of g(t + l ) = ( V&t ), 
Z,(t + . )) and not the sample paths of Vo<t + l ). We assume there exists 
f: @r-o? 4, w -00, =)) + (RI, cx31), sush that5 + f a.s. [P,], as 
s + 00, where $ is the measure induced on a(--, 00) by the V’ -process. 
Under this assumption we prove the following: 
.LetFx63,p< 06; then ft(Vo(t + l )) converges to 
f ( V* ( 8 )) in a similar sense as Theorem 5.1. I.e., for 0 C a < 00, 
-= < CY < 00 (a = point of continuity of distribution off (V’ (a))), 
0 s s < a and t > 0, let 
ga &) = IPV;,,(I’o(t+s+ l ))F a] -P[f(V*( l )) Iall; (5.15) 
# P 
then ga,t, (11 + 8 in measure (Lebesgue on [0, a]) as t + ~0. 
roof. Again;without loss of generality, we assume P[X ?? a] = 1. For 
each non-negative integer n, define fn = ftcnjr where t(n) = na + Z(na) 
( i.e., - t(n) = time of last renewal before -an). Since f, + f a.s. [P, 1, 
ass + 00, we getf, -,fa.s. [PJ,asn+ ~0. Like eq. (5.7) in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1, we have 
P[&(VO(an + s +*)) 5 a]=Pr#J l )) 5 alZ*(-an)=s] 5.16) 
a.s. (Lebesgue) for 0 5 s 5 a. Because P[X 2 a] = 1, 
7~(v*(an+s+*))=fa~+s(v~(an+s+*))* 
Thus 
P[f,,+,(~b~an+s+*))<ru]=P~~(V,( l ))L culZ*(-an)=s] (5.17) 
a s (Lebesgue) for 0 < s < a 
‘k +fa.s. [ $1; therefore,’ if a is a point of continuity of f( V ( 9 )), 
given e > 0, there exist S, c fi( - 00, =) and NE such that P,(S,)*< E and 
l~~~v,~.)~~~}= l{f(V,~.~~<a} on SE for n > NCa Let c16, = %(Z,(-na)) and 
consider 
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whereU$JIEforn- e. > N Now using the same martingale argumera _ s 
in Theorem 5.1, we get 
(5.19) 
in probability as y1 -3 00. Since E can be arbitrarily small, (5.18) and (5.19) 
yield 
ef(V (9 ))L+J-na)l+ n *._ rfcv*c * 1) 5 4 
in probability as n + 08 for 5x = point of continuity of the distribution 
of fl V’ ( . )). The remainder of the proof is the same as Theorem 5.1. 
It is interesting to compare the above theorems (Theorems 5.1 and 
5.4) with the continuity theorems [ 2, Theorems 5.1 and 5.51. Our re- 
sults are for a special type of process, but our assumptions on the func- 
tional are much weaker than a.s. continuity and we also have a weaker 
form of convergence of the underlying process. 
6. Application to shot-noise processes 
Let Xi, i = 1, 2, . . . . be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables, Fx E 3 
and p C QQ. Define So,, = 0, Soa = “;Xi; thus (so n, n =: 0, 1, . . . } is a 
renewal process. Let yi, i = 0,1, . . . , be another sequence of i.i.d. random 
variables (independent of Xi’s). Let g(s, JQ be a real-valued function, 
vanishiilg for s < 0. If No(t) = max (n : So n 5 t} p then a shotnoise pro- 9 
cess R*(t) is defined as 
Ro(t) = C gCt - sO i9 
9 
5) l 
i=O 
(6.1) 
Several authors discuss these processes ( ee [ 11, 13, 171). 
Note that Vo(t) = YN&, t. 2 0, is a regenerative process (as defined in 
Section 2; strictly speaking, this is not a regenerative process according 
to Smith’s definition [ 121) and R,(t) = ft( Vo(t + l )) for the correct 
ft : &-t, wj-+ RI. This structure suggests applying Theorem 5.4 to 
get our weak form of convergence in distribution for R,(t). In fact, if g 
is restricted slightly, we get convergence indistribution. Takacs suggests 
this fact but does not prove it (see [ 181). 
eorem 0% 1. If g 2 0 and lim,,., g(q y) = 0 for al2 y, then Ro(t)S R, (0) 
mt+-. 
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where S, i is a stationary renewa process (2.7). 9 
roof. Since g(s, y) + 0 as s -+ =, we have 
as. as t + 00, for any integer m. Given 6 > 0 and e > 0, for each t > 0, 
we can define m(t) such that m(t) + - and t - m(t) + 00 as t + 00 and 
P’ c I g(t-SOi* yi)<f 3, l-6. 0 I S*,i< m (t) 9 I 
Foranyt>O,-=<a<=, 
P g(tBs0,i9 q)’ cy = 1 
=P 
[ 
22 C g(t-SO i, q)‘& .(ff*2) 
05 
gttesO i* 5) + 
S*,i m(t) 9 & m(t) 5 ~(ji 9 1 
P [ C g(t--s,,,$ji-e -6 
m(t) I So,i 
9 1 
<P[R,(t) s a!] Sk’ [ Z (6.3) 
m(t) 5&),i 
P 
[ 
c 
m(t)< so,i 
g(t-SOi, qj La = 
I 1 
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Recall that 
(1 - Fi(s)) ds = P&(O) E A] 
for all Bore1 sets A as t + - . 
(This is equivalent to Theorem 4.1.) Given q > 0, fix a such that 
p-‘l,“( 1 - F,(s)) ds > 1 - FJ, then there exists Tq such that t > Tq 
plies F~o~m&z) > 1 - 297. Define 
Q, = [O, a]n{z: IP[R,+t - m(t) -z)&] -P[R,(O)<_ a]1 > n}* \ 
Returning to (6.4) ) 
(6.4) 
46.5) 
im- 
(6.6) 
Theorem 5.4 implies that I Q, I + 0 as t + 00, we shaI1 now use this fact 
and (6.5) to show that 
S dFz (??a (t)) (2) + 0 as P + a= . 
Qt 
0 
={t: m(t) = m) T m = 1, 2, . . . # 
ere exists t, such that Q, = 
it suffices to show that 
tm satisfies J*ir, 
, 
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s dF- 2 ,@,&) + 0 as m + * 3 (6.9) 
Qm O 
where IQ,i+Oasm+=~. 
Given 8 > 0, let X > 0 satisfy 8 2 sup 1s IQ h P- 1 $Q ( 1 -F”(s)) ds. Now 
partition the integers m = 0, 1, . . . as follows: 
tii=max{m: lQ,P2-‘A), i= 1,2,.... (6.10) 
Let 
md define ?Tik as 
Define Q = U& QRk, then I Ql < X, and since 
s dFZ (m) 
Q ’ 
(2) + P-’ h - Fx(s)) ds asm+*, 
Q 
for m sufficiently large .fQ dFZ (m>(z) I 28. But ak.5 ,fQ dFZ (fi,,(Z), 
thus for m large enough JQm d& <m)(Z) 5 28. Since 8 is arbi&ary, we 
have &own (6.9). Also since q is irbitrary, returning to (6.7), we get 
lim J P&(r-m(t)-z)scw] dFz ,,,,,,(z)=P[R*(O)<~l. R’5.W 
t-09 () 0 ’ . 
Thus combining (6.3), (6.4) and (6.11) 
Iim P[R,(t) [R*(O) 5 iI l (6.12) 
t-p- 
A similar argument can be performed on the left inequality of (6.3) 
yielding 
lim P[R,(t) 5 (u] 2 [R*(O) <, Q a- E] -- 6 . (6.13) 
t+=J 
E{@ I VJt)l dt} < 00, then 
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Slime S and c can be made arbitrarily small and a is a point of continuity 
of the distribution of R,(O), we get 
lim P&(t) 5 cw] = P[R,(O) 5 cu] .
t+w 
We note that a similar proof holds for the finite dimensional joint dis- 
tributions of R,(t). Also it is not necessary for Yi to be independe:nt of 
Xj+l. Indeed, we can treat the case where the time Xi+1 from the i’th 
“shot” to the (i + 1 )st “shot” depends on the size Yi of the ifh “shot”. 
7. A Blackwell theorem for functionals 
Brown and Ross [3] prove the following Blackwell-type theorem: 
Theorem 7.1. If { V&t), t 2 Cl} is a regenerative process with embedded 
renewalsequence (0, X1, X,, . ..}. Fx non-lattice, pl < * and ** 
t+h 
lim E 1 
$-,a>' -i;- s t 
v,(s)ds =;E 
I 
[r V&~ds)=E[~~O)). (7.1) 
They also prove an analog of the key renewal theorem. Both .of these 
results generalize to functionals of regenerative processes. 
Theorem 7.2. If {VO(t,, -- < t < w} is a regenerative process with em- 
bedded renewal sequence{..., X_,, 0, X,, . ..}. Fx non-lattice, p1 < 00, 
f: 3(-m, m)+ Rl is 312(-y =) -measurable and E {$I If <V’& t+:))l dt} < 
< 00, then 
t+h 
lim E /$ 
t-,w ( 
Xl 
f(V&s+*))ds lE =- f(V*(s + l I? ds 8 
t I (1 4 0 
)=E[fw*w)J~ 
(7.2) 
oaf, Define 
7(V,(t+)) = 
--oo < f < =+ is a regenfxative process ith the same regenm- 
ation points as &(t), -- < t < -}, Define 
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(7.3) 
(7.4) 
(7.6) 
Our hypothesis is zI < -. Consider 
If(V,(s+))Ids 
This is possible because as in Theorem 5.1 we know it is possible to as- 
sume without loss of generality that X, 2 h a.s. By Jensen’s inequality, 
= k i’h E@&f( Vo(s + .))I I 93( Vo(s), TNt 5 s 5 TNt+l)})ds 
t 
=~~hE{l~(~~(s+D))l)ds=E[~~h,~(~~(s+*))ldsJ~~<~. 
t t 
(7.7) and (7.8) allow us to use Fubini’s theorem twice to get 
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t+h 
/ l f(V*(s+*))ds E(f( “o(s + l ))I ds 
t 
=; j+’ E@(V&s + l ))}ds 
t 
159 
T(Q$s++)ds . (7.9) 
d 
Also 
Finally, 
(7.10) 
EW*( l I)= WW*( l 1)) l (7.11) 
The process{ T( Vo(t + 9 )), -00 < t < = ) is regenerative, soby Theorem 
7.1, 
T( Vo(s + l )) ds = E{Fi/,( 0 )} . 
(7.12) 
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Eq3. (7.9) - (7.1 S) give equivalently 
f(V,(s+))ds f(~o(s+*))d~ =WY*(.)1. 
(7.13) 
Brown and Ross prove several corollaries to their Blackwell theorem 
for cumulative processes which also carry over to functionals of regenera- 
tive processes. 
Corolllary 7.3 (Key renewal theorem). Let ?,, < 00, pl < 00, Fx non-lat- 
tice, zdirectly Riemann integrab!e, U(x) = i&f( Vo(t + l )) dt). 7’hen 
lim i z(t - x) du(x) =T ” r z(x) dx . (7.14) 
CoroUary 7.4. If pl < 00, Fx 
O?Zly if Zl C * in which case 
hoofs. See [ 31. 
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